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Abstra t
Several methods for lassifying and segmenting text are des ribed. These are based on
ranking text sequen es by their ross-entropy al ulated using a xed order hara ter-based
Markov model adapted from the PPM text ompression algorithm. Experimental results
show that the methods are a signi ant improvement over previously used methods in a
number of areas. For example, text an be lassi ed with a very high degree of a ura y by
authorship, language, diale t and genre. Highly a urate text segmentation is also possible|
the a ura y of the PPM-based Chinese word segmenter is lose to 99% on Chinese news
text; similarly, a PPM-based method of segmenting text by language a hieves an a ura y
of over 99%.

1 Introdu tion
Having a omputer model that is able to predi t and model natural language as well as a
human is riti al for ryptology, language identi ation, authorship attribution, text orre tion,
and text segmentation. In this paper, it is shown how hara ter based algorithms based on
the text ompression s heme PPM (for \predi tion by partial mat h") an be used to onstru t
language models that an be applied su essfully to ea h of these problems. Many of these
appli ations require little or no knowledge of the text being analysed to work su essfully.
The Markov modelling based approa h (as used in PPM models) has been previously applied
to many problems in natural language pro essing su h as language identi ation (Dunning,
1994), opti al hara ter re ognition (Chen, 1996), automati spelling orre tion (Kuki h, 1992;
Kernighan, Chur h & Gale, 1990) and ontinuous spee h re ognition (Jelinek, 1990; Bahl, Jelinek
& Mer er, 1983). The most su essful types of language models are alled n-gram models (whi h
base the probability of a word on the pre eding n words) and n-pos models (whi h base the
probability on the pre eding words and parts of spee h). Models based on hara ters have also
been tried, although they do not feature as prominently in the literature. They have been
most vigorously applied to the domain of text ompression (Teahan, 1998; Ristad & Thomas,
1995; Bell, Cleary & Witten, 1990) but also to other appli ation domains, su h as ryptography
(Irvine, 1997), language identi ation (Ganeson & Sherman, 1993) and various appli ations for
automati ally orre ting words in texts su h as OCR and spell- he king (Kuki h, 1992).
In this paper, a PPM model is applied to several problems in text lassi ation and segmentation. Although the methods des ribed here are not new, the novelty is in the adoption of
the PPM model for the language model. Other language modelling approa hes in lude hidden
Markov modelling (Charniak, 1993; Jelinek, 1990), ontext-free grammars (Chen, 1996), de ision trees (Bahl et al., 1989), lo al rules (Brill, 1993), ollo ational matri es (Garside, Lee h &
Simpson, 1987) and neural networks (S hmid, 1994).
The performan e of the PPM model in many appli ations is superior to previously published
methods. For example, results des ribed in Se tions 5.2 and 5.3 show how a variant of the PPM

text ompression algorithm an be applied to the problem of segmenting words in both Chinese
and English text to a hieve an a ura y of 99%. The use of the hara ter based model required
substantially less training text than other methods; for example, the 5 Mbyte Brown Corpus
(Fran is & Kuera, 1982) was found to perform better than a previously published word-based
model (Ponte & Croft, 1996) trained on 1 Gbyte of text.
A PPM model has also been used su essfully in several novel appli ations. Se tion 4.1
des ribes how PPM an be used to identify language diale ts (su h as Ameri an and British
English) and the period for histori al texts (su h as Old and Middle English). Se tion 4.2 applies
PPM to a famous problem in authorship attribution|that of determining the authorship of the
Federalist papers|and arrives at the same on lusions as other studies on the subje t (Mosteller
& Walla e, 1984). Se tion 4.3 shows how PPM an lassify text by genre (su h as whether it
is about politi s, religion or sport). Se tion 5.4 demonstrates how PPM an lo ate di erent
languages in text with a very high degree of a ura y.
The purpose of this paper is threefold:



rstly, to show that a PPM model an be applied su essfully to a wide range of appli ations in natural language pro essing;



se ondly, to show that in ertain ases the performan e of the PPM model is superior to
other methods;



and thirdly, to show how the PPM model an be applied to several novel appli ations.

This paper is organized as follows. A method of lassifying text using minimum ross-entropy
against multiple language models is dis ussed in the next se tion. One parti ular method of alulating the ross-entropy is then des ribed using the text ompression s heme PPM. Several
appli ations of PPM-based text lassi ation are explored: language and diale t identi ation,
authorship as ription and lassi ation by genre. Another lass of text orre tion based algorithms are also des ribed. These algorithms are then applied to two spe i appli ations|word
segmentation, and segmenting text by language.

2 Minimum ross-entropy as a text lassi er
In information theory (Shannon, 1948), the fundamental oding theorem states that the
lower bound to the average number of bits per symbol needed to en ode a message (i.e., a
sequen e of text) is given by its entropy:

Xk p(x ) log p(x )

H (P ) =

i=1

i

i

where the probabilities are independent and sum to 1 and there are k possible symbols with
probability distribution P = p(x1 ); p(x2 ); : : : ; p(xk ). The entropy is a measure of how mu h
un ertainty is involved in the sele tion of a symbol|the greater the entropy, the greater the
un ertainty. It an also be onsidered a measure of the \information ontent" of the message|
more probable messages onvey less information than less probable ones. The above equation
an be extended to the more general ase for a language with probability distribution L:

H (L) = mlim
!1

1
m
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m ) log p(x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xm ):

This is alled the entropy of a language and an be onsidered to be the limit of the entropy
as the length of the message gets very large. Usually the true probability distribution L is not
known. However, an upper bound to H (L) an still be obtained by using a model M as an
approximation to L:

H (L; M ) =

Xp

M (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xm ) log pM (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xm )

where the orre t model is p(x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xm ) and the probabilities are estimated by the model
pM (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xm ). H (L; M ) is alled the ross-entropy, and is always greater than or equal to
the entropy H (L), as this is based on the best possible language model, the sour e itself:

H (L)  H (L; M ):

Text ompression an be used dire tly to estimate an upper bound to the entropy (Brown et al.,
1992). If bM (x1 x2 : : : xm ) is the number of bits required to en ode the string x1 x2 : : : xm using
model M , then
1
b (x x : : : xm )
m M 1 2
where H (L; M ) is the number of bits per symbol required to en ode a long sequen e of text
drawn from L.
The ross-entropy is relevant as it provides a measure of how well the approximate model is
doing on the test text|the loser it is to H (L), the less ina urate the model is. It also gives
a useful yardsti k for omparing the a ura y of ompeting models. This is done by omputing
the ross-entropy for ea h model, and the model with the smallest ross-entropy is inferred to
be the \best". Information is extra ted from the text by asso iating with ea h model a semanti
label (su h as whether it was trained on English text, written by William Shakespeare or about
sport or religion) and then hoosing the label asso iated with the \best" model to lassify the
text.
The next se tion dis usses one parti ular method of al ulating the ross-entropy based on
the PPM text ompression s heme. A des ription of other text ompression s hemes may be
found in Bell, Cleary & Witten (1990).

H (L; M ) = mlim
!1

3 PPM: Predi tion by partial mat h
PPM has set the performan e standard in lossless ompression of text throughout the past
de ade. The original algorithm was rst published in 1984 by Cleary & Witten (1984b), and
a series of improvements was des ribed by Mo at, ulminating in a areful implementation,
alled PPMC, whi h has be ome the ben hmark version (Mo at, 1990). This still a hieves
results superior to virtually all other ompression methods, despite many attempts to better it.
Other methods su h as those based on Ziv-Lempel oding (Ziv & Lempel, 1978; Ziv & Lempel,
1977) are more ommonly used in pra ti e, but their attra tiveness lies in their relative speed
rather than any superiority in ompression|indeed, their ompression performan e generally
falls below that of PPM in ben hmark tests (Bell, Cleary & Witten, 1990).
Predi tion by partial mat hing, or PPM, is a nite- ontext statisti al modelling te hnique
that an be viewed as blending together several xed-order ontext models to predi t the next
hara ter in the input sequen e. Predi tion probabilities for ea h ontext in the model are al ulated from frequen y ounts whi h are updated adaptively; and the symbol that a tually o urs
is en oded relative to its predi ted distribution using arithmeti oding (Mo at, Neal & Witten,
1995; Witten, Neal & Cleary, 1987). The maximum ontext length is a xed onstant, and it
has been found that in reasing it beyond about ve does not generally improve ompression
(Cleary, Teahan & Witten, 1995; Mo at, 1990; Cleary & Witten, 1984b).
PPM is a hara ter-based model whi h uses the last few hara ters in the input stream to
predi t the up oming one. Models that ondition their predi tions on a few immediately preeding symbols are alled \ nite- ontext" models of order k, where k is the number of pre eding
symbols used. PPM employs a suite of xed-order ontext models with di erent values of k, up
to some pre-determined maximum, to predi t up oming hara ters.

Order k = 2
Order k = 1
Order k = 0
Order k = 1
Predi tions
p Predi tions
p Predi tions
p Predi tions
p
ab ! r 2 32 a ! b 2 72
! a 5 165 ! A 1 jA1 j
! Es 1 31
!
1 71
! b 2 162
1
! d 1 7 !
1 161
1
3
a ! a 1 2
! Es 3 7 ! d 1 161
1
! Es 1 2
! r 2 162
2
b ! r 2 3
! Es 5 165
1
1
ad ! a 1 2
! Es 1 3
! Es 1 21
! a 1 12
2
br ! a 2 3
! Es 1 21
1
! Es 1 3
d ! a 1 12
1
a ! d 1 2
! Es 1 21
1
! Es 1 2
r ! a 2 31
1
da ! b 1 2
! Es 1 31
1
! Es 1 2
ra

!
! Es

1
1

1
2
1
2

Table 1: PPMC model after pro essing the string abra
(maximum order 2)

adabra

For ea h model, note is kept of all hara ters that have followed every length-k subsequen e
observed so far in the input, and the number of times that ea h has o urred. Predi tion
probabilities are al ulated from these ounts. The probabilities asso iated with ea h hara ter
that has followed the last k hara ters in the past are used to predi t the up oming hara ter.
Thus from ea h model, a separate predi ted probability distribution is obtained.
These distributions are e e tively ombined into a single one, and arithmeti oding is used
to en ode the hara ter that a tually o urs, relative to that distribution. The ombination
is a hieved through the use of \es ape" probabilities. Re all that ea h model has a di erent
value of k. The model with the largest k is, by default, the one used for oding. However, if
a novel hara ter is en ountered in this ontext, whi h means that the ontext annot be used
for en oding it, an es ape symbol is transmitted to signal the de oder to swit h to the model
with the next smaller value of k. The pro ess ontinues until a model is rea hed in whi h the
hara ter is not novel, at whi h point it is en oded with respe t to the distribution predi ted by
that model. To ensure that the pro ess terminates, a model is assumed to be present below the
lowest level, ontaining all hara ters in the oding alphabet. This me hanism e e tively blends
the di erent order models together in a proportion that depends on the values a tually used for
es ape probabilities. Formally, given S = 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; m , then

p(S ) =

Ym p0( j
i i

i=1

5; i 4; i 3; i 2; i 1)

where p0 gives the probabilities returned by the order 5 PPM hara ter model.

3.1 An example
As an illustration of the operation of PPM, Table 1 shows the state of the four models
with k = 2, 1, 0, and 1 after the input string abra adabra has been pro essed. For ea h
model, all previously o urring ontexts are shown with their asso iated predi tions, along with
o urren e ounts and the probabilities p that are al ulated from them. By onvention,

hara ter probabilities en oded probabilities en oded
(without ex lusions) (with ex lusions)
d
t

1
2
1,
2
1,
2

1
7
3 5
7 , 16 ,

1

jAj

1
2
1,
2
1,
2

1
6
3 5
6 , 12 ,

odespa e o upied
log2 12 = 1 bit

log2 ( 12  61 ) = 3:6 bits
1

jAj

5

log2 ( 12 

3
6

1 ) = 11 2 bits
 125  251
:

Table 2: En odings for three sample hara ters using the model
in Table 1

k = 1 designates the bottom-level model that predi ts all hara ters equally; it gives them
ea h an initial probability jA1 j where A is the alphabet used.
Some poli y must be adopted for hoosing the probabilities to be asso iated with the es ape
events. There is no sound theoreti al basis for any parti ular hoi e in the absen e of some a
priori assumption on the nature of the symbol sour e; some alternatives are evaluated in Witten
& Bell (1991) and Bunton (1997). The method used in the example, ommonly alled \Method
C," gives a ount to the es ape event equal to the number of di erent symbols that have been
seen in the ontext so far (Mo at, 1990); thus, for example, in the order-0 olumn of Table 1
the es ape symbol re eives a ount of 5 be ause ve di erent symbols have been seen in that
ontext. Other methods for estimating the es ape probability are des ribed in Se tion 3.2.
Sample en odings using these models are shown in Table 2. As noted above, predi tion
pro eeds from the highest-order model (k = 2). If the ontext su essfully predi ts the next
hara ter in the input sequen e, the asso iated probability p is used to en ode it. For example,
if followed the string abra adabra, the predi tion ra ! would be used to en ode it with a
probability of 21 ; that is, in one bit.
Suppose instead that the hara ter following abra adabra was d. This is not predi ted from
the urrent k = 2 ontext ra. Consequently, an es ape event o urs in ontext ra, whi h is oded
with a probability of 12 , and then the k = 1 ontext a is used. This does predi t the desired
symbol through the predi tion a!d, with probability 71 . In fa t, a more a urate estimate of the
predi tion probability in this ontext is obtained by noting that the hara ter annot possibly
o ur, sin e if it did it would have been en oded at the k = 2 level. This me hanism, alled
ex lusion, orre ts the probability to 61 as shown in the third olumn of Table 2. Finally, the
total number of bits needed to en ode the d an be al ulated to be 3.6.
If the next hara ter were one that had never been en ountered before, say t, es aping
would take pla e repeatedly right down to the base level k = 1. On e this level is rea hed,
all symbols are equiprobable|ex ept that, through the ex lusion devi e, there is no need to
reserve probability spa e for symbols that already appear at higher levels. Assuming a 2561
at the base level, leading to a total
hara ter alphabet, the t is oded with probability 251
requirement of 11.2 bits in luding those needed to spe ify the three es apes. This example
highlights how the probabilities allo ated to di erent symbols an be either arbitrarily small
1 to ea h
or large. In omparison, an order 0 stati model that assigns the same probability 256
hara ter in the alphabet requires 8 bits to en ode ea h of them.
A further improvement alled update ex lusion (Mo at, 1990) is based on how the ounts for
ea h ontext are updated. When ex lusions are being applied, only one ontext is performing the
predi tions. This suggests a modi ation to how the ounts are updated|the ounts are updated
only if they are not predi ted by any higher order ontext. Consequently, the ounts more
a urately re e t whi h symbols are likely to have been ex luded by the higher order ontexts.
Bell, Cleary & Witten (1990) state that update ex lusion generally improves ompression by
2%, as well as redu ing the time spent updating the ounts.

3.2 Estimating the probabilities
Various methods have been proposed for omputing the es ape and symbol probabilities for
the ontext models. The probabilities are based on the frequen y ounts of symbols that have
followed the ontext ea h time it has o urred in the text. The most ommonly used methods
are Method C, proposed by Mo at (1990) and Method D by Howard (1993). Method C uses the
number of times a novel symbol has o urred before (i.e., the number of types) as the basis of
its probability. Let () be the number of times a parti ular ontext was followed by the symbol
; n be the number of tokens that have followed, i.e., the sum of the ounts for all symbols,
 (); and t be the number of types i.e. the number of unique symbols. Then we have

P

e=

t
n+t

and

p() =

()
n+t

where e is the es ape probability, p() is the probability for symbol , given a parti ular ontext
model,
Method D is a minor modi ation to method C. Whenever a novel event o urs, rather than
adding one to both the symbol and es ape ounts, 12 is added instead:

t
2 () 1
and
p() =
:
2n
2n
Other methods are des ribed and their performan e ompared in Witten & Bell (1991).
The di erent implementations of PPM are usually identi ed by the es ape method ea h of
them uses. For example, PPMA stands for \predi tion by partial mat h using es ape method
A". Likewise, PPMC and PPMD use the es ape methods C and D. The maximum order of the
models may also be in luded; for example, PPMD5 is a xed order 5 implementation of PPM
that uses es ape method D.
e=

3.3 PPM-based language models
PPM hara ter based language models have been applied su essfully to many appli ations
in natural language pro essing (Teahan, 1998) su h as language identi ation and ryptography
(Irvine, 1997), and various appli ations for automati ally orre ting words in texts su h as
OCR and word segmentation. Experiments with English text show that PPM models with an
upper bound of ve hara ters in their ontext perform ompetitively against other PPM models
based on shorter or longer length ontexts (Teahan, 1998). Performan e of these models an be
substantially improved by training them on large amounts of related text (i.e. text of the same
language, authorship or genre), but even unrelated text has been found to work well.
PPM an also be used to ompare the performan e of human and omputer based models.
Teahan & Cleary (1996) have shown how PPM predi ts English text almost as well as humans.
They performed experiments on the same text that Claude E. Shannon used in a famous experiment to estimate the entropy of English (Shannon, 1951). Shannon's estimates were based on
humans guessing the up oming text, letter by letter. Teahan and Cleary used the PPM s heme
to build a omputer based model, and found that performan e was lose to, and in some ases,
superior to human results.
Katz's (1987) ba ko method (a method whi h is widespread in the language modelling
literature) uses a similar blending me hanism to PPM to \smooth" the probabilities|in both
methods, higher-order models are de ned re ursively in terms of lower-order models. The essential di eren e between the methods is how mu h weight is given to estimates from the lower
order models. PPM weights the di erent order models using the es ape me hanism. Unlike
Katz's method, all ounts greater than 0 (rather than 5) are assigned the same weight, but ea h
of these ounts is e e tively \dis ounted" to make room for the es ape ount, whi h is used
for ba king-o to a lower order model when a zero- ount is en ountered. The major di eren es

between PPM and Katz's method is two-fold: rstly, PPM ex ludes estimates from lower order models that have already been predi ted by higher order models (using the full ex lusion
me hanism); and se ondly, PPM's ounts are in rementally updated on-line using the update
ex lusion me hanism.

4 PPM-based text lassi ation
Text lassi ation is the problem of assigning text to any of a set of pre-spe i ed ategories.
It is useful in indexing do uments for later retrieval, as a stage in natural language pro essing
systems, for ontent analysis, and in many other roles (Lewis & Hayes, 1994).
For PPM-based lassi ation appli ations, the test text is en oded using PPM models that
have been pre-trained on text that is (hopefully) representative of the parti ular style of text
being modelled. For example, the style ould be a parti ular language (i.e. English, Fren h or
German); it ould be a parti ular author (Jane Austen, Thomas Je erson or William Shakespeare); or it ould be a parti ular genre (politi s, sport or religion). Results presented in the
next few se tions show that ross-entropy al ulated in this manner an a urately distinguish
language, diale t (i.e. British and Ameri an English) and authorship. Se tion 4.1 des ribes
how PPM an be used to identify language diale ts (su h as Ameri an and British English) and
the period for histori al texts (su h as Old and Middle English). Se tion 4.2 applies PPM to
a famous problem in authorship attribution|that of determining the authorship of the Federalist papers{and arrives at the same on lusions as other studies on the subje t (Mosteller &
Walla e, 1984). Se tion 4.3 then investigates the more diÆ ult problem of lassifying by genre.
A novel method of heirar hi al lassi ation is also presented whi h an signi antly speed up
lassi ation without mu h loss of a ura y when there are a large number of lasses.

4.1 Language and diale t identi ation
Language identi ation on erns the problem of identifying from examples of written or spoken language whi h language is being used. Dunning (1994) des ribes several statisti al methods
for identifying the language of small pie es of text (su h as e pruebas bioquimi a and faits se sont
produits). Ganesan and Sherman (1993) adopt various statisti al modelling methods to perform
various language re ognition problems su h as: re ognizing a known language; distinguishing a
known language from uniform noise; and dete ting a non-uniform unknown language. Crossentropy al ulated using PPM-based models may equally be applied to ea h of these problems as
it provides the means to rank the performan e of statisti al models. The text being analysed is
ompressed using PPM hara ter based language models trained on representative texts written
in various languages. The most likely language is the one used to train the model that has the
best ompression performan e.
Table 3 shows how this works for a sample of text taken from the Bible's Book of Genesis.
Publi domain versions of the Bible in six di erent languages were obtained|English, Fren h,
German, Italian, Latin and Spanish (M Farlin Library Resear h Guides, 1977). Sample texts
of the rst 10,000 hara ters found in the Book of Genesis were then ompressed using order
5 PPM hara ter models trained on the remaining Genesis text for the six di erent languages.
The ompression ratios are shown in the gure in bits per hara ter for all the 36 permutations
of training model and original sample text, and the best performed model for ea h sample text
highlighted in bold font. Also shown are the ompression ratios for the sample texts without
training. In all ases, the best performed model is the one trained with the same language as the
original text. Interestingly, the untrained model also onsistently outperforms models trained
on the other languages by about the same margin in ea h ase (15%). The same pro ess an
also be used to identify the language period for histori al texts su h as Old, Middle and Early
Modern English (Teahan, 1998).
Another interesting possibility is the problem of identifying the diale t for a sample text.

Training text2

Original text

English
Fren h
German
Italian
Latin
Spanish

1

(Compression ratio in bp )

Untrained English Fren h German Italian

1.97
2.13
2.14
2.26
2.45
2.19
Size of training text ( hars.)

1.56

2.30

2.54
1.71
2.64
2.60
2.67
2.66
2.87
2.92
2.57
2.61
180,359 175,331

2.38
2.56

1.75

2.65
2.91
2.61
191,840

2.30
2.54
2.55

1.83

Latin
2.33
2.59
2.59
2.61

Spanish
2.29
2.56
2.59
2.68
2.84

2.82
1.97
2.57
2.57
1.75
170,923 149,121 169,461

1. The \original text" is taken from the rst 10,000 hara ters of the Book of Genesis.
2. The \training text" is all the remaining hara ters from the Book of Genesis for ea h of the
six di erent languages.

Table 3: Identifying the text for six di erent languages.
The Brown and LOB (Johansson et al., 1986) orpora represent diverse samples from two di erent diale ts, Ameri an and British English; as su h, they provide a means for rigorously testing
this possibility. In an experiment, equal-size partitions of 100,000 hara ters were su essively
extra ted from the two orpora, and then ompressed using order 5 PPMD models trained on
the remaining text from ea h (i.e. all the text in the orpora with just the partition deleted).
Improvements in ompression performan e between the Brown-trained or LOB-trained models for ea h partition vary up to 3.6% for the Brown Corpus and 3.1% for the LOB Corpus.
There were no ases with a de rease in performan e, and only three ases had no di eren e
in performan e. These results show that the method hooses the orre t lassi ation (LOBtrained model performing better for \British" text, or Brown-trained model performing better
for \Ameri an" text) in almost every ase.

4.2 Authorship as ription
A similar pro ess is possible for determining authorship. It is widely known that style and
statisti al properties di er markedly for di erent authors (Boggess, Argarwal & Davis, 1991).
This an be exploited by training models using text written by ea h of the disputed authors,
and then ompressing ea h text in question using all these models. The hope is that the style of
ea h author will be suÆ iently di erent to learly distinguish between them. Experiments with
English texts show that this is true in most ases (Teahan, 1998).
A famous problem in authorship attribution on erns the Federalist Papers written by
Alexander Hamilton, John Jay and James Madison. Between the years 1787{1788, eightyve short essays addressed to the itizens of New York on the U.S. Constitution were published
in newspapers under the pseudonym \Publius". Of these papers, it is generally agreed that Jay
wrote 5, Hamilton 43, Madison 14 with the authorship of the remaining 12 being in at dispute
between Hamilton and Madison.
Mosteller and Walla e (1984) determine odds of authorship for the papers by applying Bayes'
theorem to eviden e based upon 30 ommon words (su h as as and upon). Their work supports
the laim made by historians (and by Madison himself) that Madison wrote the disputed papers.
Experiments with PPM hara ter based omputer models also supports this laim. Ea h
of the disputed papers was ompressed using omputer models trained on text taken from the
non-disputed papers. The same models were also used to test papers with known authorship.
To minimize the u tuations due to di ering periods, the papers tested are all in onse utive
order from paper number 45 through to 66 (ex luding paper number 64 written by John Jay).
 Similar

entropy.

results have been reported by Juola (1998) who used a di erent method of al ulating the ross-

Disputed papers

No. Madison Hamilton
(bp )
(bp )
49
1.79
1.93
50
1.92
2.07
51
1.72
1.88
52
1.78
1.94
53
1.79
1.93
54
1.73
1.89

No. Madison Hamilton
(bp )
(bp )
55
1.86
1.97
56
1.70
1.85
57
1.85
1.98
58
1.80
1.93
62
1.83
1.84
63
1.82
1.82

Papers known to have
been written by Madison

Papers known to have
been written by Hamilton

No. Madison Hamilton
(bp )
(bp )
44
1.76
1.90
45
1.67
1.81
46
1.78
1.85
47
1.70
1.81
48
1.85
1.99

No. Madison Hamilton
(bp )
(bp )
59
1.82
1.88
60
1.78
1.71
61
1.78
1.73
65
1.87
1.82
66
1.80
1.75

Figure 1: As ribing authorship to the Federalist Papers
Figure 1 lists the results obtained. Compression ratios for Madison are mu h lower for the
disputed papers (ex luding 62 and 63), supporting the laim that Madison was the primary
author for those papers. For the non-disputed papers, only one paper (59) has a result whi h
is ontradi tory. Mosteller and Walla e state that historians feel least settled about papers
62 and 63, whi h is re e ted in the results. They draw attention to the diÆ ulty of the task
onfronting resear hers| both Hamilton and Madison had remarkably similar prose styles, whi h
was no unique phenomenon as for most edu ated Ameri ans of the late eighteenth entury
they employed \the same stylisti devi es, the same standard phrases, and remarkably similar
senten e stru ture." These results are also surprising in that only a relatively small amount of
training text (a few hundred kilobytes) was required to train the models.

4.3 Classi ation by genre
A preliminary investigation into the e e tiveness of using PPM to lassify by genre was
performed using the Newsgroups data set (M Callum & Nigam, 1998). This data set ontains
20,000 arti les evenly divided among 20 Usenet dis ussion groups. This data set is parti ularly
interesting as many of the newsgroup ategories fall into onfusable lusters: for example, three
dis uss religion (so .religion. hristian, talk.religion.mis , alt.atheism), three dis uss
politi s (from the talk.politi s.* hierar hy) and ve are from the omp.* hierar hy. In an
initial experiment, 20 separate order 5 PPMD models were trained on the text ontained in the
rst 80% of the arti les, and the remaining 20% of the arti les were ompressed against ea h of
them to see whi h model performed best. The Usenet headers (in luding the subje t, followup
and newsgroup lines) were removed from ea h of the arti les beforehand. The newsgroup ategory was orre tly dedu ed in 82.1% of the arti les, whi h ompares favourably with the results
reported by M Callum & Nigam who a hieved 74% a ura y using a multi-variate Bernoulli
event model, and 85% using a multinomial model using the same training/testing split of the
data.
A onfusion matrix of the errors made by the PPM-based lassi er for ten of the newsgroups
is shown in Table 4. As is typi al for a PPM-based lassi er, the leading diagonal orre tly
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Table 4: Cross-entropy onfusion matrix for the Newsgroups data set. Columns show results for ea h model trained on text taken from the respe tive newsgroup; rows show test results for ea h newsgroup based on arti les not in luded in the training data. Only 10 (of the
20) newsgroups are shown. These are: alt.atheism (i.e.aa), s i.s rypt, s i.ele troni s, s i.med,
s i.spa e, so .religion. hristian, talk.politi s.guns, talk.politi s.mideast, talk.politi s.mis and
talk.religion.mis .
a ounts for most of the lassi ations. For most of the newsgroups, there are only a few outliers,
the major ex eption between the onfusion between the alt.atheism and talk.religion.mis
newsgroups, whi h seems a reasonable onfusion to make, and whi h a ounts for 11% of the
overall mis- lassi ations. For many of the mis- lassi ations, the orre t newsgroup ategory
has been ranked se ond or third-best, with only a small di eren e in ross-entropy from the best.
Choosing the best two improves a ura y to 91.5%, and the best three to 94.2%. However, ea h
test arti le is now multiply lassi ed, a penalty that some retrieval-based appli ations may be
willing to pay for the in reased a ura y. This penalty an, however, be signi antly redu ed by
hoosing to dis ard the se ond or third best ategories if the di eren e in ross-entropy from the
best is above some threshold. For example, examining the best three ategories and hoosing a
di eren e threshold of as little as 0.2 bits per hara ter in ross-entropy will dis ard nearly 62%
of the multiple lassi ations while still ensuring a very high a ura y level of 90.9%.
A number of enhan ements an be made to further improve the the PPM-based lassi er.
By repla ing sequen es of non-alphanumeri hara ters in the data with a single spa e, the same
a ura y an be a hieved, but the PPM models are signi antly smaller, and take less time to
train. Hierar hi al lassi ation is also possible. The advantages of this are that lassi ation
is mu h faster (sin e ategories in other bran hes of the tree do not have to be sear hed) and
less memory is required during lassi ation. M Callum et al. (1998) have also shown that text
lassi ation an be signi antly improved by taking advantage of a hierar hy of lasses. For the
hierar hi al PPM-based lassi er, a de ision tree of models is used. For higher nodes in the tree,
PPM models are built from a on atenation of the training text used for ategories that o ur
at the leafs of the sub-tree. Ea h node's models are used to de ide whi h bran h to take after
en oding the sample text and nding whi h model ompresses it best. Bran hing is ontinued
from the root until a leaf of the tree is rea hed. The ategory is the one used to train the PPM
model in the leaf that ompresses the sample text best. For example, using a two-level hierar hy
on the Newsgroups data set by rst pre- lassifying into ve \super"- ategories ( omp.*, re .*,
s i.*, talk.* and the rest) before lassifying them individually has only a marginal e e t on
the original overall a ura y (down to 81.4% from 82.1%).
Biber (1988) uses fa tor analysis to identify six dimensions of variation on the basis of
linguisti o-o urren e patterns a ross 23 spoken and written genres. An interesting possibility
for future work in this area is to ompare the e e tiveness of the PPM based lassi er at
distinguishing these variations.

5 PPM-based text orre tion and segmentation
An essential omponent of many appli ations in natural language pro essing is a language
modeler able to orre t errors in the text being pro essed. For opti al hara ter re ognition
(OCR), poor s anning quality or extraneous pixels in the image may ause one or more hara ters
to be mis-re ognized, while for spelling orre tion, two hara ters may be transposed, or a
hara ter may be inadvertently inserted or missed out.
This se tiony des ribes a method for orre ting English and other natural language texts
based on a noisy hannel model using PPM for the language modelling omponent and rossentropy as the means to rank alternative re-arrangements of text sequen es.
A ommon framework for the statisti al modelling of natural language is based on a theory
developed by Shannon (1948) at AT&T Bell Laboratories to model a noisy ommuni ation
hannel su h as a telephone line. The adoption of the noisy hannel model (also referred to as
the sour e- hannel model) was pioneered by the IBM Resear h Group at Yorktown Heights, New
York, who applied it to the problem of ontinuous spee h re ognition (Bahl, Jelinek & Mer er,
1983; Jelinek, Bahl & Mer er, 1975). Sin e then the model has been applied to the problems
of ma hine translation (Brown et al., 1990), automati spelling orre tion (Kernighan, Chur h
& Gale, 1990), and many other appli ations su h as part of spee h tagging, opti al hara ter
re ognition (OCR) and handwriting re ognition (Chen, 1996, page 6).
With this theory, the idea is to use two models|one a model of \good" text and the other
a model of the types of errors that an o ur in the original text, sometimes referred to as a
onfusion model. For word segmentation, the problem is one of insertion of spa es ba k into
text where they have been elided. Even more omplex problems are the extra tion of text from
other data su h as OCR data or spee h. The prin iple is the same|two models are used. One
model is of the onfusion between the original glyphs or phonemes and the text, together with
a model of the good text.
More formally, a sequen e of text, S , is sent into a ommuni ations hannel and the noisy
text, O, omes out at the end. For example, in spelling orre tion, the noisy text orresponds
to output from a typist who makes spelling errors, and in ma hine translation, it orresponds
to text in another language. The problem is to re over the original input text from the output
text. This an be done by hypothesizing all possible input texts, S , and then sele ting the most
probable input S^ given the output O:
S^ = arg max p(S jO):
S

Applying Bayes' theorem, we an rewrite this as:

p(S ) p(OjS )
= arg max p(S ) p(OjS ) :
S^ = arg max
p(O)
S
S

Hen e, the most probable sequen e depends both on the prior probability p(S ) the sequen e S
will o ur, and on the observation (or hannel) probability p(OjS ) that the output O will be
observed given that the sequen e S has o urred. The latter depends on the appli ation|for
example, in spee h re ognition, the output two might be observed given the input too; in spelling
orre tion, the output per ieve might be likely if the input was per eive. The prior probability
p(S ) is usually not available, so a model is used instead.
Applying this model to the problem of PPM based text orre tion, we wish to nd the
sequen e of text, S^, that maximizes the prior and observation probabilities:

S^ = arg max p(S ) p(OjS ) :
S

y

An extended abstra t of part of the work in this se tion was rst published in Teahan et al. (1998). For a
survey of many other te hniques devised for automati ally orre ting words in text, see Kuki h (1992).

The prior probability p(S ) is estimated by training a PPM model on English text. Given
S = 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; m , then:
m
Y
p(S ) = p0 ( i j i
i=1

5; i 4; i 3; i 2; i 1)

where p0 gives the probabilities returned by the order 5 PPM hara ter model.
The observation probability p(OjS ) is also estimated from training data|this requires two
training texts: the rst onsists of typi al output from the appli ation ontaining a representative
sampling of errors, and the se ond the orre ted text. From this we an estimate the error
probability|for example, in an OCR appli ation, the probability that the letter was mistaken
for the letter e, or that the letters l were mistaken for the letter k . Formally, given the OCR
text O = t1 Æ t2 Æ : : : tm , where Æ denotes on atenation, and ea h of the ti is a transformed
hara ter sequen e, then
m
Y
p(OjS ) = p00 (t j
i=1

i i)

where p00 (tj ) is the probability omputed from a onfusion table that the OCR sequen e t was
reported in pla e of the true hara ter .
In order to nd the most probable orre t text given the observed (in orre t) input text,
a variation of the Viterbi dynami programming method (Viterbi, 1967) an be used. The
Viterbi algorithm is ommonly used in hidden Markov models, for example in part of spee h
tagging programs, to assign the most likely sequen e of tags to words in a senten e (Charniak,
1993). The key idea behind the Viterbi algorithm is that at any point in the sear h we need
only retain, for all the possible a tive ontexts, the sequen e of text with the minimum entropy,
with poorer performing alternatives dis arded. Thus, with a Markov based model where the
maximum length of the ontexts are xed (as with PPM models), the number of alternatives
being sear hed is kept within manageable limits.
The next se tion explores several methods for evaluating models used for text orre tion
and segmentation. Se tion 5.2 explores how a orre tion-based algorithm an be applied to the
spe i problem of word segmentation. Results with segmenting English text are des ribed and
ompared with further results with Chinese textz . The Viterbi algorithm is also dis ussed in
more detail along with alternative algorithms that use heuristi sear h methods rather than
exhaustive sear h.

5.1 Evaluating experimental results

Many models are evaluated in the literature by the two measures re all and pre ision. In word
segmentation, for example, when omparing two strings they an only di er by the number of
spa es present. The predi tion of spa es is determined by three lasses: orre t spa e predi tion
a, spurious spa e predi tion b, and missed spa e . Re all is de ned as re all = 100  a=(a + )
and pre ision is de ned as pre ision = 100  a=(a + b). A perfe t model will have re all and
pre ision of 100%.
A more general measure is available when evaluating text orre tion models, and the proessed text an be ompared dire tly with the original ( orre t) text. The di eren e between
these two texts an be determined by the edit distan e between them (Cormen, Leiserson, &
Rivest, 1990). The edit distan e between two strings, x and y, is de ned to be the minimum
transformation sequen e that onverts x into y. The transformation operations are: delete a
hara ter, insert a new hara ter, and hange a hara ter into another. For example, assuming
equal osts for ea h transformation, the edit distan e between Elopl insons and Hopkinsons is
z PPM-based

Chinese word segmentation is explored more fully in Teahan et.

al.

(2000).

Original text:
With spa es removed:
Ponte & Croft's method:
PPM-based method:

the unit of New York-based Loews Corp that makes
Kent igarettes stopped using ro idolite in its Mironite igarette lters in 1956.
theunitofNewYork-basedLoewsCorpthatmakesKent
igarettesstoppedusing ro idoliteinitsMi ronite ig
arette ltersin1956.
the unit of New York-based Loews Corp that makes
Kent igarettes stopped using ro id o lite inits
Mi ron it e igarette lters in 1956.
the unit of New York-based LoewsCorp that makes
Kent igarettes stopped using ro idolite in its Mironite igarette lters in 1956.

Table 5: Segmenting words in English text
4. A sequen e of operations that performs this transformation is: delete E, hange l to H, delete
l, hange to k. For word segmentation, the edit distan e equals the sum of spurious spa e
predi tion b plus missed spa e .
The edit distan e a ura y is de ned to be 100 100  e=m, where e is the edit distan e
between the orre ted and original text, and m is the number of hara ters in the original text.

5.2 PPM based word segmentation
English has an alphabeti orthography and word spa ing, unlike other languages su h as
Chinese and Japanese, so it is relatively easy to adopt the \word" as a basi unit by using blank
spa e and various pun tuation marks as delimiters.
Word segmentation is an important task required for appli ations that do not start with
an orthographi representation, su h as spee h re ognition, or the automated trans ription of
Morse ode. Ponte & Croft (1996) introdu ed a method (USeg) for predi ting spa e positions
and examined its performan e using a 500 Kbyte extra t from the Wall Street Journal. USeg
is a word-based model that was trained on 1 Gigabyte of text, and produ ed a re all of 93.54%
and pre ision of 90.03%.
Teahan et al. (1998) des ribe how a xed order PPM model an be used to orre t sequen es
of English text with a high degree of a ura y (over 99%). They applied their algorithm to the
problem of segmenting words in English text, and showed that their method was a signi ant
improvement over previously used methods. They also applied a similar te hnique as a postpro essing stage after pages were re ognized by a state-of-the-art ommer ial OCR system. It
was shown that the a ura y of the OCR system ould be in reased from 96.3% to 96.9%, a
de rease of over 20 errors per page. These results were obtained by training an order 5 PPMD
language model on the text in the million-word (5.6 Mbyte) Brown Corpus (Fran is & Kuera,
1982).
Using a PPM hara ter-based method on the same orpus as Ponte & Croft produ ed both
re all and pre ision rates of 99.52%, with an edit distan e a ura y of 99.04%. This improvement
over Ponte and Croft's results used only a small fra tion of their training text (the 5.6 Mbyte
Brown Corpus ompared to USeg's 1 Gbyte).
Table 5 shows an example used by Ponte & Croft with the addition of the predi tions made
by PPM. The improvements that the PPM model provides are evident in this small example.
Although the word Mi ronite does not o ur in the Brown Corpus, the word was orre tly
segmented using PPM. Likewise, inits was orre tly segmented into in and its. In this example,
PPM made two mistakes. The spa e in Loews Corp was not predi ted be ause LoewsCorp
required 54.3 bits to en ode the text while the original required 55.0 bits. Similarly, an extra
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Figure 2: Word segmentation of the phrase tobe
spa e was added in ro idolite be ause the spa e redu ed the number of bits to en ode it from
58.7 to 55.3.
The PPM method onsisted of nding the most probable orre t segmentation of the text
by rst generating alternative segmentations of the text by inserting spa es after ea h letter and
then sear hing for the best (i.e. most probable) segmentation. In their paper, Teahan & Cleary
stated that they used a variation of the Viterbi dynami programming method (Viterbi, 1967) to
nd the most probable segmentation. The Viterbi algorithm guarantees that the best possible
segmentation will be found by using a trellis-based sear h|all possible segmentation sear h
paths are extended at the same time and the poorer performing alternatives that lead to the
same onditioning ontext are dis arded. One of the drawba ks of the algorithm is that it is an
exhaustive sear h rather than a sele tive one, unlike sequential de oding algorithms ommonly
used in onvolutional oding whi h rely on sear h heuristi s to prune the sear h spa e (Anderson
& Mohan, 1984).
Figure 2 provides an illustration of how the algorithm works|it shows the trellis that is
onstru ted when the phrase tobe is segmented. For this example the length of the onditioning
ontext (i.e. the order of the PPM model) has been arbitrarily xed at length 2. Hen e ea h
state in the diagram (the boxes) is labelled by two hara ters that represent the ontext (ex ept
for the initial few states where the ontext is of length 0 or 1). The transitions between the
states have been labelled by two possibilities|either the hara ter at the urrent position in
the input phrase, or the urrent hara ter with a spa e atta hed. Sin e the order of the model
is xed at 2, the maximum number of states at ea h input position will never ex eed 3, sin e
there are only 3 possible segmentations (i.e. the last two hara ters, a spa e followed by the last
hara ter, or the last hara ter followed by a spa e). All possible segmentations are represented
in the diagram sin e there is always a binary split after ea h state|for example, the preferred
segmentation is found by following the path through the following transitions: t, o , b, e .
Later investigation revealed, however, that the method Teahan et al. used is not the Viterbi
algorithm|it is, in fa t, a variation of the sequential de oding algorithm alled the sta k
algorithm|an ordered list of the best paths in a segmentation tree is maintained, and only
the best path in terms of some metri is extended while the worst paths are deleted. The metri
used in this ase was the ompression odelength of the segmentation sequen e in terms of the
order 5 PPMD model.
In the sta k algorithm's ordered list, paths vary in length. For deleting the worst paths, the
traditional method is that the list is set to some maximum length, and all the worst paths longer
than this length are deleted. For the PPM word segmenter, another variation was used instead.

Algorithm
Viterbi
Teahan et al.
Sta k (size=25)
Sta k (size=50)

Average
Average
Time Average
edit distan e a ura y(%) (se s) # Nodes
438
440
483
475

98.91
98.90
98.80
98.82

109
94
212
422

968814
970176
1016780
1104970

Table 6: Segmenting words in Chinese text
All the paths in the ordered list ex ept the rst one were deleted if the length of the path plus
m was still less than the length of the rst's path, where m is the maximum order of the PPM
model. The reasoning behind this pruning heuristi is that it is extremely unlikely (at least for
natural language sequen es) that the bad path ould ever perform better than the urrent best
path as it still needs to en ode a future m hara ters despite being already worse in odelength.
One further pruning method was also found to signi antly improve exe ution speed. As
for the Viterbi algorithm, poorer performing sear h paths that lead to the same onditioning
ontext are dis arded. However, unlike the Viterbi algorithm, sear h paths vary in length, so
only poorer performing sear h paths with both the same length and onditioning ontext are
dis arded.

5.3 Word segmentation of Chinese text
Word segmentation of Asian languages su h as Chinese and Japanese, in ontrast to English,
is a mu h more interesting problem sin e they are written without word delimitation. This poses
a problem for a number of appli ations, su h as information retrieval and ompression, where
better performan e is a hieved if the appli ation an apply some automati method to nd where
the words in the text o ur.
Experiments with segmenting Chinese text were performed using Guo Jin's Mandarin Chinese PH orpus of pre-segmented text ontaining almost two and a half million words of newspaper stories from the Xinhua news agen y of PR China written between January 1990 and
Mar h 1991 (Ho kenmaier & Brew, 1998).
In the experiments, an order 5 PPMD model was trained on the se ond half of the orpus.
This was used to segment part of the rst half whi h was split into fty sub-se tions ea h ontaining 10,000 words starting from the beginning of the orpus. Word delimiters were removed
from ea h of the fty sub-se tions prior to performing the segmentation experiments. The results obtained are shown in Table 6. The experiments were repeated with the se ond half of the
orpus using the start of the orpus for training instead with similar results.
As shown in the table's leftmost olumn, four di erent methods were used to segment ea h of
the test subse tions|the Viterbi algorithm, the method used by Teahan et al., and two variants
of the sta k de oding algorithm, one with a maximum sta k depth of 25, the other with 50. The
next olumn in the table shows the average edit distan e observed between the segmented test
sub-se tions of the orpus and their orresponding orre t form obtained from the pre-segmented
orpus. The edit distan e an be used as a measure of the a ura y of the segmentation pro ess
(Teahan et al., 1998). The third olumn onverts these gures into an average edit distan e
a ura y based on the average size of text ontained in ea h of the test sub-se tions. The fourth
olumn lists the average CPU time (in se onds) it took to segment the test sub-se tions on a
Pentium II 200 MHz pro essor with 128 MB RAM running Red Hat 5.2 Linux. The nal olumn
lists the average number of nodes stored in the paths tree onstru ted as the algorithms were
exe uted. This gure an be used to gauge the memory onsumption of ea h of the algorithms.
From the results it an be seen that the best method in terms of appli ation a ura y is
the Viterbi algorithm. This is not surprising as the method guarantees that the most probable

segmentation is found unlike the other methods whi h rely on sear h heuristi s instead to prune
the sear h spa e. However, the di eren e in a ura y between the four methods is small, ranging
from 98.8 % to 98.9% in a ura y, although the average number of errors overed a mu h wider
range, from an edit distan e of 438 up to 483. The method used by Teahan et al. is the nearest
to that of the Viterbi algorithm in terms of the number of errors made, but is slightly faster in
speed while onsuming slightly more memory resour es. In omparison, the performan e of the
sta k algorithm using either of the sta k depths is mu h worse, taking over twi e or four times
as long in exe ution speed and also requiring in reased memory resour es.

5.4 Language segmentation
Language segmentation on erns the problem of identifying where the boundaries o ur between one or more languages in text. This is of parti ular importan e for many appli ations,
espe ially in information retrieval. The problem is slightly di erent from the language identi ation problem ta kled in Se tion 4.1|there we were interested in assigning a single ategorization
to the whole text do ument; here we are interested in nding if (and where) multiple languages
exist in the do ument.
A similar approa h to that taken for word segmentation an be used to solve this problem,
although instead of a single PPM model, multiple models trained on representative text for ea h
language are used. Like for word segmentation, all alternative segmentations of the text are
generated and the best possible segmentation is found by appli ation of the Viterbi algorithm.
The segmentation is a hieved by swit hing from using the urrent PPM language model to any
of the alternative language models for ea h hara ter in the test sequen e. This is pre eded by a
spe ial terminating hara ter to signal the end of the prior segmentation and reset the ontext
to null for the new model.
Experimental results show that this method has extremely high levels of a ura y. Using
the same data as that used in Se tion 4.1, ea h of the Bible texts were split into testing data
ontaining the last 1000 words or sox , with the training data ontaining all the prior text. This
training data was then used to train separate PPMD models for the six di erent languages.
The testing data was split into 50 samples of 120 words ea h, with ea h sample ontaining six
interleaved sub-samples of 20 words extra ted onse utively for ea h language. The segmentation
method was then tried on these samples|out of the 34049 total hara ters ontained in them,
only 180 were mis- lassi ed, an edit-distan e a ura y of 99.5%. Interestingly, this was a hieved
with no notion of a word boundary; if the segmentation was performed only at word boundaries,
a further 72 of the errors would be orre ted, with the added bene t of redu ing the sear h
spa e by a fa tor determined by the average word length.
It is interesting to spe ulate how a similar approa h for authorship and genre segmentation
might perform (that is, nding the boundaries between o-authored text or text with multiple
genres). Although experiments using suitable data have yet to be performed in this area, it is
hoped that similar a ura y levels to those reported in Se tions 4.2 and 4.3 an be a hieved.

6 Summary
One well-performed text ompression s heme, PPM, has been des ribed. PPM an be viewed
as blending together several xed-order ontext models to predi t the next hara ter in the input
sequen e.
A number of PPM-based te hniques for text lassi ation and segmentation have been presented. These an be applied su essfully to a wide range of problems in natural language
pro essing in luding ryptology, language identi ation, authorship attribution, lassifying by
genre, OCR spelling orre tion, and word segmentation. Witten et al. (1999a, 1999b) apply the
same approa h to text mining|they show how a broad range of patterns su h as names, dates,
x

The text was split at either a senten e or verse boundary, so ea h sample was slightly more than 1000 words.

email addresses and URLs an be lo ated in text. In many ases, appli ations built on these
te hniques a hieve state-of-the-art performan e or lose to it.
Not only do these models simplify many aspe ts of statisti al language modelling, they
require mu h less training. They also have the potential for performan e omparable to, if not
better than, more traditional word based methods used in statisti al language modelling s hemes.
These models are severely handi apped by the fa t that they have no understanding (in the way
that humans might understand them) of the text being analysed. The pro ess is simply one
of translation or omposition|the results are a hieved simply by predi tions made from prior
sequen es of hara ters in the text. Despite this, they are apable of performing ertain tasks
(su h as de rypting yphers, as ribing authorship and identifying language diale ts) that humans
nd diÆ ult.
It is an open question how well this te hnology will perform at other appli ations in natural
language pro essing and text mining. Three promising areas are in part of spee h tagging, word
sense disambiguation and synta ti parsing. For the latter, however, Knight (1999) notes that
\no one has yet been able to extra t even somewhat a urate synta ti parses from raw text
databases."
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